Sexual Harassment in the Workplace

Every individual has the right to a workplace free of sexual harassment. Freedom
from sexual harassment is a human right.
What is Sexual Harassment?

Examples of Sexual Harassment include:

Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination.

•

unwanted touching;

Sexual harassment is any unwanted behaviour,
comment, gesture or contact that is known,
or ought to reasonably be known, to offend or
humiliate. It is behaviour – either direct or indirect that makes the targeted person feel uncomfortable.

•

sexist jokes;

•

unwanted remarks and/or jokes about
sex, sexuality, gender identity or gender
expression;

•

showing or sending pornography, sexual
pictures or cartoons;

•

comments about someone’s appearance;

•

sexual advances (including repeated,
unwanted invitations for dinner, drinks, or
dates);

•

questions or comments on a person’s sex life
or relationships;

•

staring or sexually suggestive looks;

•

bragging about sexual activities or attributes;
and

•

any behaviour which could reasonably
be seen as placing a condition of a
sexual nature on the terms of a person’s
employment, including hiring, firing,
scheduling and providing opportunities for
training or promotion.

“Lack of intent” is not a defence for sexual
harassment. What matters is the effect of the
behaviour on the person experiencing the
harassment.

Sexual harassment happens to people of all
genders, but it happens more often to women, and
can happen to anyone, regardless of their role or
job.
Sexual harassment in a workplace is not limited
to co-workers. Harassment can also occur with
contractors, consultants, and customers.
Sexual harassment is an abuse of power. It is often
used to control or intimidate someone.

Some forms of sexual harassment can also be a
criminal offence. It is a crime if the harassment
involves attempted or actual physical assault,
including sexual assault or threats of sexual assault.
Stalking can also be a crime.
In such cases, you should contact your local police
service. You may also contact PEI Victim Services at:
(902) 368-4582 (Charlottetown) or (902) 888-8218
(Summerside).
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An employer may have to allow an employee with
a service animal to take breaks at specific times to
enable them to feed or walk the animal.
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Questions should always be asked with respect
and understanding and only if necessary.

Human Rights: Everyone’s Responsibility

The Commission develops Fact Sheets to provide the public with a basic understanding of issues arising under
the Human Rights Act. Each situation is unique. This is not legal advice. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact the Commission.

PEI Human Rights Commission
53 Water Street, PO Box 2000
Charlottetown PE C1A 7N8
Website: www.peihumanrights.ca

Toll Free (PEI only):1-800-237-5031
Telephone:
902-368-4180
Fax:
902-368-4236
Email: contact@peihumanrights.ca
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